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WC cJlculate the temporal profllc of the photon echo signal from D collectIon of non-mtcractmg two-lcvcl s)‘stems. 
whose frequcnclcs undergo Gauss~n random modulntlons The model IS cvvxiy solvable and mtcrpolatcs contmuously 
bct\\wcn the mhomogeneous broadenrng hrnd tn which a wcll-dcfincd echo s&ma1 e\rsts and the homogeneous brondcnlng 
IunIt tn r\*htch It 1s no longer present The impbwtrons for the problem of conccntrat^londcpendent dephasmg m mixed 
molecular crystals arc dtscussed. 

1. Introduction 

The photon echo e~pertn~eI?t has become an rm- 
portant tool III elucldatmg tile excited-state dynamics 
of Isolated unpurltles [ I ] and strongly coupled tmpu- 
rliy dtmcrs [2] m mlxcd molecular crystals Currently, 
there ts dn Interest m npplymg this technique to the 
study of more concentrated EmpurIty systems The 
probfcm of calculatmg the photon echo signal from a 
mixed crystai for Impurity concentrations at whrch 
mleractionsamong the impurltiesare slgnlfican+, poses 
a formidable rheoretical challenge. The echo expen- 
ment probes tile effects of a sequence of strong laser 

pulses on a matcnal characterized by both spatial and 
cnergetlc disorder. Consldcrable progress has been 
made reccn:ly m the understandingofthe mforrnatton 
content of the photon echo signal from interacting 
lmpuritres [3--51. These treatments indicate that the 
photon echo signal IS very senstttve to the presence of 
mteracttons among the mlpurltles. The behnvror of 
the signal 1s well understood n-t two hmiting cases 
low impurity concentratmn or short time 13-S] and 
arbitrary concentration with weak mtermolecular m- 
teractions [4] _ 

Although the behavior of the echo signal for high 
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mlpunty concentrations and strong mternctlons is not 
completely understood, one can make quahtatlve pre- 
drctlons regarding the effect of strong interactIons 
among the impunties on the echo signal. in the limit 
of low tmpurlty concentration, the mlpurlty absorp- 
tlon spectrum IS mhomogeneously broadened due to 
the static dlstributlon of lmpurtty transition energies. 
In thss case, the photon echo pulse sequence wiil 
produce a ~vell-de~ne~ echo signal. In the lrmit of high 
concentrations and strong interactions, we expect the 
impurity absorption spectrum to be motional!y nar- 
rowed, and hence. no longer to be completely m- 
homogeneously broadened [6]. For the extreme case, 
m which the intermolecular mteractions dominate the 
static transttion energy dtstnbution, the absorption 
line IS t~omogcneously broadened, and we would not 
expect to detect an echo signal Thus, the progression 
from low to high Impurity concentration lmpl& a 
transttton from inhomogeneous to homogeneous 
broadening of the impurity absorption spectrum. 

In this Letter, we calculate the photon echo stgnal 
from ii collection of non-interacting two-level systems 
whose t ransltlon cnergles are modulated by a Gausslan 
stochastic process. The absorption lineshape of this 
system has been calculated by Kubo [7] and forms 
the basis of the unified theory of spectral Iineshapes 
m single- and multt-photon processes [Bf_ This simple 
model, wIuch IS exactly solvable, IS very useful, since 
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by varying a single parameter one may mtcrpolatc 
between an mhomogcncbusly broadened Gaussian 

hncshapc and a homogeneously broadened Lorentzlan 
hne. We show that the temporal profile of the echo 

signal can be calculated exactly for this model. Our 

calculation provides a qualitative mslght into the 
complex problem of mtcractmg impunties In which 

the line broadening can also be homogeneous, m- 
homogeneous, or between these two limits. 

2. The model 

Consider N two-level systems randomly dlstrlbutcd 
In a volume V. interacting with a laser pulse. The sys- 
tem is charactc.rlzcd by the HamIltonIan 

H=H,,+H,. 

N 

Ho = tl c aTa [R + A,(f)] , 
,=, f J (lb) 

H, = -CII,- E(r) cos(Rt -k-r,). 
I 

ilc) 

3 IS the transltion dipole operator for the jth two-lcvpl 
system. E(r) IS the amplitude, R IS the frequency, and 
k IS the wavevector of the applied electric field In 

what follows. we will assume that all of the molecular 

transition dipoles arc oriented parallel to E(t) A,(t)_ 
the modulation of the transition energy of the Ith site 

IS a Gaussian stsehlstlc variable obeymg 16.71 

(A,(r)> = 0 , (3 

<A,(f,)A,,,O~l) = 6,,D2exp(-Alr~ - fl I) (3; 

D represents the magnitude of the frequency modula- 

tlon, and A IS Its mverse timcscale The dlmcnslonlcss 
parameter K = A/D determines the nature of the 

absorption hneshape. in the limit of K 4 1. the line IS 
mhomogcncously broadcncd, and m the llmlt of K 9 1, 
the lme is homogeneously broadened [7] _ 

In d photon echo cxpcrimcnt, the sample IS irradiat- 
ed with a pulse of duration f,. allowed to evolve m 
the absence of radiation for a time tt , and then irra- 
diated with a second pulse of duration fn_ A sample 
with an mhomogencously broadened absorption hnc 
then cmlts a pulse (the echo), whose temporal profile 
is peaked at time 2t,, and whose wavevector is XI1 - 

.4,, where k, and k, arc the wavevec’ors of the first 
and second pulses, respectively [ 11. To obtain the 
echo signal for the present model, we first calculate 
the macroscopic elcctnc polarlzatlon for a given con- 

figuration of the system. A configuration average of 

this quanttty then ytelds a macroscopic polarization 
that can be substituted into Maxwell’s equations to 

obtain the echo signal. Wlthm the “slowly varying 

envelope” approxnnatlon, vahd for optlcally thin 
samples [9,10], the signal is proportlonal to the square 

of the polanzation. 

The configuratIon averaged electnc polanzatlon IS 
related to the system’s density matnx p by 

P(r,r) = CCJTr@,p)G(r -r,)). (4) 

where the angular brackets denote dn average over the 

fluctuating site energies and the posItIons of all moie- 
cults. It IS convenient to define ?%‘(r.t). the slowly 
varymg part of the polanzatlon by 

P(r ,f) = F(r,f)ehp( -iRf) + c c. (5) 

Tim quantity IS related to 5. the density matrix In a 
reference frame that is rotating with the angular fre- 

quency of the radlatlon [3,1 I], by 

F(r,t) = (XJTr()r;>)6(r - fJ)> (6) 

p; 1.~3 modified tram ‘Ion dipole operator for molecule 

j defined by 

P; =aa, 1 (7) 

where u, 19 the cxcltation anmhllatlon operator of eq. 
(I) and pus the magnitude of the molecular transition 

dipole. It can easily bc shown from eq (5) that the 

echo signal ~111 he proportlonal :o the absolute square 

OfF. 
Smcc the present model does not Include mter- 

actions among t!lc unpuntlcs. and every molecule IS 
assumed to bc imtlally m the ground state. the many- 
body density matrlv in eq. (4) or cq. (6) factors into 
a product of one-body density mdlrlces, so we riced 
only calculate the density matnx of-? single two-lcvcl 
system after the photon echo pulse sequence. WC will 
make the followmg approxunations. Our calculation 
of the density matrL?. IS carrlcd out m the rotating 
wave approxnnatlon [9.1 1 ]_ We assume that the echo 
cxpcrmlent IS calricd out wltl: square pulses. (E(t) m 

cq. (I) does not vary III tmic while the pulse is on ) 
WC also assume that the pulses are sufficiently short 
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and Intense that we may calculate the tune evolution 
of the system while a pulse is on, using only c/l in eq. 
(1) and neglecting H, [ 1 I] _ Under these conditions, 
z in eq. (6) is given by 

Z:(t) = G&.tl )G,(‘H)G~(‘~ >O)‘+(Q?XO) - (8) 

Go(f,f’) is the tetradic time evolution operator (super- 
operator) in the rotating frame for the system in the 
absence of the laser field [I l]_ Cl(r) is the tetradlc 
time evolution operator in the rotatrng frame In the 
presence of the field [ 1 1 ] _ Eqs (6) and (8) imply that 
calculatmg the echo signal in the short, intense pulse 
Iunlt involves calculatmg the average of a product of 
two Go propagators, unlike the ordinary absorption 
lmeshape which requires the average of a smgle Go. 

3. Results and discussion 

Within the approvilnatlons of the previous section. 
the component of the macroscopic polanzarron rn 
the rotating frame with wavevector 2k, -k, at a tune 
r>t, 1s 

F(%,[ -k, J) = -; icl.Lsm(A l)sin2(A212)R(t,f 1) - (9) 

A, IS the area of thejth pulse, defined by 

A, = JLEI,JFI . (10) 

r, IS the duratmn of thefth pulse, ,u IS the molecular 
transltion dipole moment, and E IS the electric field 
amphtude. c is the number density of lmpurlttes 
R(r.rl), the temporal profile of the echo polarization 
IS given by 

R(r,tl) = (exp c-i V:, dTA(T) -52 dTA(T)] ]) (II) 

The angular brackets denote an average over the 
stochastic modulation process. R (~.f, ) can be evaluat- 
ed by performing a cumuiant expansion of eq. (1 I). 
For a Gaussian process, all cumulants beyond second 
order vanish [6,7] _ In this case, eq. (I 1) yields 

R(tJl)=exp]--2g(t - fl) - 2g(rl)+g(t)] , 

where 

(12a) 

71 

g(r) = j dT1 j. dr:,(A(~~ - r,)A(O)> . (1-1 

0 0 

Substltutmg eq. (3) mto eqs. (12) yields 

R(r,tl) = expC(-Da/A*) [fir + Zexp(-A(r - tl)) 

+2exp(-AtI)-exp(-Af)- 31) _ (13) 

Let us examine R(r,r,) for various values of the ratlo 
K = h/D. In the static limit (KG l),g(T) = D’7!/2 and 
eq. (13) becomes 

R(t~~)=exp[(-D~/2)(t-22t,)~] - (14) 

This IS the temporal profile of the echo polarization 
from a system with Gaussian, static site energy dis- 
order. In this llmlt, If we detect in the direction 
2k II -k,, there IS a well-defined echo pulse centered 
at t = 2r, _ In the Markovian limit (K 5 l),g(T) = PT. 

and eq. ( 13) becomes 
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Ftg.. 1. The temporal profiic of the photon echo signal, gtvcn 
by the square of eq (13) The tune ts scaled by D, defined 
in eq (3) Dtt = 2, where rt is the time between evcitatton 
pulses (A) K = 0 01. (B) K = 0 5. (C) K = 1.0 (D) K = 5.0. In 
(A), the system IS close to the tnhomogeneous lute broaden- 
tng hmtt. and there 1s an echo signal peaked at I = 2t, As K 
IS increased. the peak stgnal shafts io shorter tunes. In the K 
- - hmit. the signal decays exponentially. starting directly 
after the second pulse 
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R(t.t,) = exp(-I?), (IW 

I-=D2/A. (1-1 

In this hmlt, If we detect in the echo direction, we 
find an exponentially decaying signal that begins rm- 
medlarely after the second pulse. The echo no longer 
exists, m the sense that there IS no longer a slgnal 
peaked at t = 2t,. From eq. (13) we can calculate t*, 
the time at which the echo signal attains it maximum 
value for fiied tt _ 

A?* = In [2exp(Rfl ) - I] . (16) 

In the static (K < 1) hmit, eq. (16) gtves the expected 
resu!:, t * 

gives t* = 
= 2tt. In the Markovum (K & 1) hmlt, it 
t, . As K is increased from zero, the peak of 

the temporal ~ofi!c o f the echo pulse begins to move 
to shorter times. This behavior IS Illustrated in fig. 1, 
m which the echo profile (the square of eq. (13)) is 
plotted for Dr, = 2 and K = 0.0 1, 0.5, 1 and 5. Fig. 1 
illustrates the manner m which the well-defined 
temporal profile ihat characterizes the photon echo 
slgnal is lost as we progress from a system with an 
inhomogeneously broadened absorption spectrum to 
a system with a motionally narrowed, homogeneous- 
iy broadened absorption spectrum. This simple model 
thus provides InsIght into the far more comphcated 
problem of a photon echo from strongly interacting 
unpunties As the impurity concentration is raised, 
and interactions become important, the system passes 
From the case in which there is an inhomogeneous 
linewidth from static site energy disorder to the case 
m which the absorption spectrum is motionally nar- 
rowed. We expect the temporal profile of the echo 
signal to behave in a way that IS quahtatively similar 
to that shown II-I fig. I. 
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